APPLICATION FORM
51st Annual Meeting of MÉE, the Hungarian Coin Collectors’ Association
Sopron, Hungary: September 18, 2021.
Time: 8.00 – 16.00
Location: NOVOMATIC ARENA, 48 Lackner Kristóf Street, Sopron 9400, Hungary.
(Application deadline: August 25, 2021; Email address: meesopron@gmail.com .)
________
The meeting will be held according to the momentary current COVID-19 health ordinance. In so far as the pandemic
protocol prescribes, showing off the immune certificate along with ID card, as well as wearing mouth and nosecovering mask may be mandatory.
Applicant’s Name:_________________________ MÉE Membership number: _________
Phone number: __________
Email address:____________________________
Orderable services – Tables for display:
Tables can only be ordered for personal use, those are provided according to the order of the requests.
The customer will receive a confirmation letter from meesopron@gmail.com.
________
1. Table order request
For the MÉE and Other official collector associations’ members:

1. 50 x 100 cm 2500 HUF/table
2. 50 x 200 cm 5000 HUF/table

Quantity: _____

Sum: ________ HUF

Quantity: _____

Sum: ________ HUF

For non-members:

1. 50 x 100 cm 3000 HUF/table
2. 50 x 200 cm 6000 HUF/table

Quantity: _____

Sum: ________ HUF

Quantity: _____

Sum: ________ HUF

The customer’s order price in total: ____________ HUF, which the customer will transfer to the organizer group’s bank
account, indicated on the confirmation letter. The deadline of the transfer is September 6, 2021. The membership card
is essential for the registration! The gate will open at 7:00 for those of table order requests.
2. Accommodation possibilities:
A) Alpokalja inn, 22 Sport Street, Harka 9422, Hungary.
Rooms for two, three or four people, with TV and Internet access. The prices include the tourist tax.
The customer’s order will be forwarded to the accommodation and the customer will receive a confirmation letter from
alpokaljaf@gmail.com.
Double-bed room for one person:
6750 HUF/person/night
Friday: ____ person
Saturday: ____ person
Sum: _______ HUF
Double-bed room for two people:
4500 HUF/person/night
Friday: ____ person
Saturday: ____ person
Sum: ________ HUF
Triple/Four-bed room for 2-4 people:
4500 HUF/person/night
Friday: ____person
Saturday: ____ person
Sum: ________ HUF
Dining:
Dinner: 2500 HUF/person
Friday: ____ person
Saturday: ____ person
Sum: ________ HUF
Breakfast: 2000 HUF/person
Saturday: ____ person
Sum: ________ HUF
The customer’s accommodation and dining prices in total: ____________ HUF, which the customer will transfer to the
Alpokalja
inn’s
bank
account,
indicated
in
the
confirmation
letter.
B) NOVOMATIC ARENA, 48 Lackner Kristóf Street, Sopron 9400, Hungary.
Rooms for two or three people, with TV access. The prices include the tourist tax.
The customer’s request will be forwarded to the accommodation and the customer will receive a confirmation letter
from info@novomaticarenasopron.hu. Dining is not provided for the customer.
Double/Triple-bed room: 5950 HUF/person/night
Friday: ____ person
Saturday: ____ person
Sum:________ HUF

The money transfer’s statement should include the customer’s name, furthermore „MÉE 51.VGy.” is to be entered.
I, the undersigned, accept the specifications of the upcoming event and keep its rules to be complied with.

_____________________, 2021. ________________
______________________________
Applicant’s signature

